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1. Describe the association between the vessel bearing the call sign 
and the vessel bearing the call sign 

SG1A 

SG1A 

The - ~·Iill come alongside the .on 7 July to transfer a SG1A 
big~. This will be the largest transfer of drugs from the 

lIIIIIIIand will take place very slowly, with a smaller boat going 
between the two, carrying small portions of the drugs, at irregular 
intervals, almost as though they were waiting to get each small portion 
safely hidden before ris~ing being caught with another. 
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2. Do both call signs belong to the vessel identified as _ in 
Project 9038? 

is not a callsign. the calisignlllllllllbeiongs 
ch is not the same ship as the one using the 

3. Describe the relevance, if any, of the activity projected to take place 
south of Jamaica, and that projected for south of the Dominican Republic. 

I could find no hard and fast relationship between the two, other than 
the possibility that one of the ships involved in the exchange south of 
Jamaica may possibly also be involved in an exchange of drugs south of 
the Dominican Republic. The one ship involved in both operations 
appears to be the one using callsign 11IIIIIIII 
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